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Dates& Notes& Math& Science& Social&Studies&
&

Skill& & Area/Perimeter&
Review&Division/word&problems&

Review&Fossils&
Magnetism&

Review&Government&
Mary&McLeod&Bethune&

Essential&
Questions&
&
&
&

& How&do&I&find&the&area&and&perimeter&
of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
&

What&are&the&types&of&fossils?&DOK1&
What&are&the&steps&to&fossil&
formation?&
Explain&how&fossils&tell&us&about&the&
past?&DOK3&
What&makes&magnets&attract&and&
repel&each&other?&DOK&1&
Explain&how&the&magnetic&field&is&
formed&and&affects&iron&objects.&DOK&
3&

What&are&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?&DOK1&Explain&the&purposes&
of&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?DOK3&
&
Explain&how&Mary&Bethune&faced&and&
overcame&social&barriers,&restrictions,&
and&obstacles&in&the&U.S.&DOK&4&
&

Common&
Core&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

& MCC3.MD.6  
Measure!areas!by!counting!unit!squares!
(square!cm,!square!m,!square!in,!square!ft,!and!
improvised!units).!
MCC3.MD.7  
Relate area to the operations of multiplication and 
addition.  
a. Find the area of a rectangle with whole-number 
side lengths by tiling it, and show that the area is 
the same as would be found by multiplying the 
side lengths.  
b. Multiply side lengths to find areas of rectangles 
with whole number side lengths in the context of 
solving real world and mathematical problems, 
and represent whole-number products as 
rectangular areas in mathematical reasoning.  
c. Use tiling to show in a concrete case that the 
area of a rectangle with whole-number side 
lengths a and b + c is the sum of a × b and a × c. 
Use area models to represent the distributive 
property in mathematical reasoning.  
d. Recognize area as additive. Find areas of 
rectilinear figures by decomposing them into non-
overlapping rectangles and adding the areas of the 
non-overlapping parts, applying this technique to 
solve real world problems.  
MCC3.MD.8  
Solve real world and mathematical problems 
involving perimeters of polygons, including 
finding the perimeter given the side lengths, 
finding an unknown side length, and exhibiting 
rectangles with the same perimeter and different 
areas or with the same area and different 
perimeters.  
&

Fossil&Review:&&
S3E2. 
Students will investigate fossils as 
evidence of organisms that lived long 
ago.  
a. Investigate fossils by observing 
authentic fossils or models of fossils 
or view information resources about 
fossils as evidence of organisms that 
lived long ago.  
b. Describe how a fossil is formed.  

S3P2&
S3P2. 
Students will investigate magnets 
and how they affect other magnets 
and common objects.  
a. Investigate to find common objects 
that are attracted to magnets.  
b. Investigate how magnets attract 
and repel each other.  
&
 
 
&

Government&Review:&&
SS3CG1  
The student will explain the importance of the 
basic principles that provide the foundation of a 
republican form of government. 
a. Explain why in the United States there is a 
separation of power between branches of 
government and levels of government. 
b. Name the three levels of government (national, 
state, local) and the three branches in each 
(executive, legislative, judicial), including the 
names of the legislative branch (Congress, 
General Assembly, county commission or city 
council). 
c. State an example of the responsibilities of each 
level and branch of government 
 

SS3H2&
SS3H2  
The student will discuss the lives of 
Americans who expanded people’s rights 
and freedoms in a democracy. 
a.  Mary McLeod Bethune (education) 
b. Explain social barriers, restrictions, 
and obstacles that these historical figures 
had to overcome and describe how they 
overcame them. 
&
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Mon.&
1X11X16&
&

& TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&How&do&I&find&the&area&and&
perimeter&of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
Activate( Strategies:( Problem( of( the( day(
in( the( journal.( Students( will( use(
strategies(to(solve.(DOK3(
Review( 2( Distributive( property( and(
division( strategies( with( examples( on(
board(students(use(dry(erase(boards( to(
practice.((Intro(perimeter(with(a(song.((
Teacher(tech(mimio/projector/computer(
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85sc
oylaAks((((TKES3)(
Visit( Math( Antics( site( mini( video( on(
perimeter.(Teacher(tech.(enrichment(
https://www.google.com/#safe=strict&q=
math+antics+%2B+perimeter(
(TKES3,4)((AM(Time.((
Summarize(Strategies:(Go(Math(
Animated(Math(Model.(Student(tech(
mimio(
https://sites.google.com/a/guilderlandsch
ools.net/mrs[schaefer[s[third[grade/go[
math[links((TKES3,4)(
Resources:(journals,(dry(erase(boards,(
perimeter(song,(computer,(Go(Math(
Animated(model(site(and(mini(video(
Math(Antics.((
Hw:(Perimeter(ws(

TKES:&3&
EQ:&&What&are&the&types&of&fossils?&
DOK1&
What&are&the&steps&to&fossil&
formation?&
Explain&how&fossils&tell&us&about&the&
past?&DOK3&
Activating(Strategies:(KWL(What(I(want(
to(know(and(what(I(have(learned(about(
fossils.(Study(Jams(Site(Slide(Show(on(
fossils(Teacher(tech:(mimio/computer(
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjam
s/jams/science/rocks[minerals[
landforms/fossils.htm(
Teacher(will(read(a(leveled(reader(“What(
is(a(Fossil?”(to(the(class.(Students(will(
use(the(chrome(notebooks(to(complete(
an(AR(Test(Student(tech.(3.3(level(
https://pebblego.com/choose/choose_pr
oduct.html(
(paleontologist(
https://pebblego.com/content/science/art
icle.html?a=2064&previous=2966(
Summarize(Strategies:(Review(
questions(to(prepare(for(test.((
Resources:(fossil(pictures,(Study(Jams,(
What(is(a(Fossil?(Trade(book,(chrome(
notebooks,(review(questions.((

(&TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&What&are&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?&DOK1&Explain&the&purposes&
of&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?DOK3&
Activate(Strategies:(Grab(Bag(voc.(review(
Centers:(Grouping:(High/Low(Star(Reading(
Levels.((TKES&3,4)(Enrichment(

1.( Three(Branches(Project(with(a(tree.(
(((((((2.(Ga.(Studies(Weekly(Newspaper(week(
(((((((((((Focus:(3(Branches(((A(New(Nation(((((((((

3.(Quizlet(Government(voc.(review(
Student(Tech:(Chrome(notebooks(and(
computers.((Duck(for(President(book/AR(
Test(Test((Students(may(listen(to(book(
on(Chrome(notebooks)student(tech.((
4.Project:(Create(a(poster(about(
Government.(Use(Trade(books(

Summarize(Strategies(:(Aha!!(Share(facts(
from(this(week(and(make(connections.((
Resources:(project(bulletin(board(
green/white(paper,(glue,(brown(bags,(
newspaper,(quizlet,(Duck(for(President(book,(
Chrome(notebooks,(trade(books.(

Tues.&
1X12X16&
&
&
&
&

& TKES:&3,7&
EQ:&How&do&I&find&the&area&and&
perimeter&of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
Activating(Strategies:(Perimeter(and(
Area(TIP(Chart.(Students(will(write(the(
terms,(define(the(terms,(and(illustrate(the(
terms.((Drill(testing((
Go(Math(Lesson(23.1(Model(Perimeter(

TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&What&are&the&types&of&fossils?&
DOK1&
What&are&the&steps&to&fossil&
formation?&
Explain&how&fossils&tell&us&about&the&
past?&DOK3&
Activating(Strategy:(Look(and(fossils(and(
decide(the(type(and(chart.((cast,(mold,(
resin,(trace,(imprint,(petrified,(and(body(
fossil).(

TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&What&are&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?&DOK1&Explain&the&purposes&
of&the&levels&and&branches&of&
government?DOK3&
Activate(Strategies:(Grab(Bag(voc.(review(
Centers:(Grouping:(High/Low(Star(Reading(
Levels.((TKES&3,4)(Enrichment(

2.( Three(Branches(Project(with(a(tree.(
(((((((2.(Ga.(Studies(Weekly(Newspaper(week(
(((((((((((Focus:(3(Branches(((A(New(Nation(((((((((
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pg(483[486(using(grid(paper(
Lesson:(Understanding(Perimeter(
Compare(two(figures(using(perimeter(
formula.(Practice(a(few(problems(using(
perimeter.(((TKES&3,7)(
Summarizing(Strategy:(Model(the(Skill(
Build(an(array(using(cut(out(squares.(
Demonstrate(how(to(find(the(perimeter(
of(the(shape(using(the(formula.(
Enrichment.(
Resources:(text,(worksheets(perimeter,(
construction(paper,(TIP(Chart.(
Hw:(Go(Math(201[202(

Grouping:(high/low(star(reading(mixed.((
Fossil(Stations:(Students(will(use(a(
check(off(chart(and(visit(fossil(stations.(
They(will(read(and(complete(the(
activities.(Enrichment.(((TKES3,4)(

1.( Cookie(Fossil(dig(
2.( Fossil(formation(booklet(
3.( Fossil(imprint(in(play(dough(
4.( Fossil(voc.(graphic(source(
5.( Find(fossil(facts(research(
6.( Create(a(fossil(animal(using(

bones.((
(Teacher(tech(computer/mimio/projector(
Fossil(formation(site(and(check(booklet(
made(at(the(fossil(station(2.((
http://www.discoveringfossils.co.uk/whati
safossil.htm(
Summarizing(Strategies:((
Fossil(mini(video(to(review.((
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekeu
AQAG2cU((
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6etT
wdJY[4Y(
teacher(tech:(computer/mimio(
Resources:(cookies,(fossil(check(off(
chart(for(centers(with(sheets,(play(
dough,(toothpicks,(glue,(scissors,(fossil(
trade(books,(and(guide.((
(

3.(Quizlet(Government(voc.(review(
Student(Tech:(Chrome(notebooks(and(
computers.((Duck(for(President(book/AR(
Test((Students(may(listen(to(book(on(
Chrome(notebooks)student(tech.((
4.Project:(Create(a(poster(about(
Government.(Use(Trade(books(

Summarize(Strategies(:(Aha!!(Share(facts(
from(this(week(and(make(connections.((
&

Wed.&
1X13X16&
&
&

& TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&How&do&I&find&the&area&and&
perimeter&of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
Activate(Strategies:(Problem(of(the(day(
in(journal.(Students(will(use(data(to(
create(a(graph(and(answer(questions.(
DOK3.((TKES3,4)(
Centers:(Grouping(Star(Math(high/low((

1.( moby(max(math(student(tech.(
chrome(notebooks/(AM(Time(

2.( task(cards(find(perimeter(and(
area.((

TKES:&3,4&
EQ:&What&are&the&types&of&fossils?&
DOK1&
What&are&the&steps&to&fossil&
formation?&
Explain&how&fossils&tell&us&about&the&
past?&DOK3&
Activate(Strategies:(Voc.(review(with(
questions(around(the(room.(
Grouping:(high/low(star(reading(mixed.((
Fossil(Stations:(Students(will(use(a(
check(off(chart(and(visit(fossil(stations.(
They(will(read(and(complete(the(
activities.((TKES&3,4)(

1.( Cookie(Fossil(dig(

TKES:&3&
EQ:&&Explain&how&Mary&Bethune&faced&
and&overcame&social&barriers,&
restrictions,&and&obstacles&in&the&U.S.&
DOK&4&
Activate(Strategies:(KWL(activity(what(do(
you(know?((TKES3)(
Mini(biography(of(Mary(Bethune’s(life(and(
accomplishment.(Teacher(tech:(computer,(
mimio,(projector.((
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkM_YcJ
XF7g(Teacher(tech:(mimio,computer(
Intro(voc.(by(reading(over(the(study(guide.(
Read(chapter(1(of(Mary(Bethune’s(
Biography(and(add(notes(to(the(graphic(
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3.( vocabulary(TIP(Chart.(Students(
will(term,(information,(and(
picture(for(terms.(

4.( Teacher(reads(Spaghetti(and(
Meatballs(for(All!(A(
Mathematical(Story.(Students(
will(help(plan(Mrs.(Comforts(
dinner(party(using(perimeter(
concept.((

Summarize(Strategies:(Go(Math(
Animated(Math(Model.(Student(tech(
mimio(
https://sites.google.com/a/guilderlandsch
ools.net/mrs[schaefer[s[third[grade/go[
math[links(
Resources:(TIP(Chart,(chrome(
notebooks,(task(cards(with(sheets,(
Spaghetti(and(Meatballs(for(ALL!(Book,(
Animated(Math(Model(for(perimeter(and(
area,(construction(paper(for(#4.((
((
(
&

2.( Fossil(formation(booklet(
3.( Fossil(imprint(in(play(dough(
4.( Fossil(voc.(graphic(source(
5.( Find(fossil(facts(research(
6.( Create(a(fossil(animal(using(

bones.((
Big(Review(Day(for(Fossils(
Jeopardy(Review(game(Student(tech.(
Mimio/computer(Grouping:(student(
choice(choose(your(team.((
https://www.google.com/#safe=strict
&q=Jeopardy+game+for+fossils&
Student(Tech:(Using(the(mimio,(
computer,(projector.((
Summarize(Strategies:(Study(with(a(
buddy(review(the(guide.((
Resources:(cookies,(fossil(check(off(
chart(for(centers(with(sheets,(play(
dough,(tooth(picks,(jeopardy(game(
fossils,(glue,(scissors,(fossil(trade(books,(
and(guide.((
&

source.(((TKES3)(
Summarize(Strategies:(Study(with(a(buddy(
student(choice(using(guide.((
(
Resources:(biographies,(guide,(graphic(
source.((
Hw:(Mary(Bethune(comprehension(ws.&

Thurs.&
1X14X16&
&

& TKES:2,4,&6&
EQ:&How&do&I&find&the&area&and&
perimeter&of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
Activate(Strategies:(Tiered(Assignment(
Ret(each(Kinesthetic/visual(G1(low(
group(based(on(daily(grades(will(be(
given(geo(boards(and(will(create(
(TKES4)(
G2(high(level(daily(work(Use(square(dot(
paper(and(make(rectangles(to(solve(for(
perimeter.((TKES6)(
Go(Math(lesson(23.2(Find(Perimeter(pg(
487[488((
AM(Time:(Students(will(work(in(AM(
Student(tech(scanners.(folders.(Teacher(
will(pull(a(small(group(to(work(with(in(
order(to(catch(up(on(mastering(AM(
objectives.((TKES2)(

TKES:3,&6&
(EQ:&What&makes&magnets&attract&and&
repel&each&other?&DOK&1&
Explain&how&the&magnetic&field&is&
formed&and&affects&iron&objects.&DOK&
3&
Activate(Strategies:(Grab(Bag(voc.(
review.((
Fossil(Assessment.(Formal((TKES6)(
Bill(Nye(Science(Guy(“Magnetism”(21(
min.(Teacher(tech:(Mimio,(computer,(
projector.(Student(will(take(notes(during(
the(video.(Then,(the(students(will(write(a(
paragraph(about(magnets(using(
research(notes(from(video.((
(TKES3)(
(
Summarize(Strategies:(Students(will(
share(paragraphs.(
Resources:(grab(bag(and(video.((
&

TKES:2,3&
EQ:&Explain&how&Mary&Bethune&faced&and&
overcame&social&barriers,&restrictions,&
and&obstacles&in&the&U.S.&DOK&4&&
Final(Government(Test(formal(assessment(
(DOK(1,2(questions).(
Activate(Strategies:(look(at(some(pictures(
from(Mary(Bethune’s(era(and(discuss(how(
things(have(changed(over(the(years.(
Teacher(tech:(mimio,(computer,(projector.((
Review(vocabulary(around(the(room(and(
review(facts(from(chapter(1(to(enrich.(
Read(chapter(2[3(whole(group(and(add(
notes(to(graphic(source.((TKES3)(
Go(over(homework(comprehension(ws(on(
Bethune.((
Summarize(Strategies:(Jeopardy(game(to(
review(for(government(test.((Student(and(
teacher(tech.(computer,(mimio,(projector.(
(TKES2,3)(Grouping:(½(stick(pull.((
Resources:(biographies,(Internet(pictures,(
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Summarize(Strategies:((Four(corners(in(
the(room(will(be(set(up(with(various(area(
and(perimeter(task(cards.(Student(will(
rotate(to(each(site(and(solve(the(
equations.(Results(will(be(records(on(a(
chart(check(off(sheet.(Grouping:(shared(
interest.(
Resources:((perimeter/area(task(cards,(
record(chart,(AM(folders,(geo(boards,(
rubber(bands,(grid(paper,(and(text(
Go(Math(pg.(203[204(
&

&
&
(

jeopardy(game(site.((
&
&

Fri.&
1X15X16&
&

& TKES:&3,&4&
EQ:&How&do&I&find&the&area&and&
perimeter&of&a&given&shape?&DOK1&
How&are&area&and&perimeter&equations&
used&to&solve&real&world&problems?&
DOK2&
Activate(Strategies:(Fact(master(on(
Moby(Math(to(practice(drill(accuracy(and(
speed.(Student(tech:(Computer(lab((
Moby(Math(Lab(210(Student(tech:(
computer/Moby(Max(Program.((TKES4)(
Game(time:(time(earned(with(Moby(Max(
Math(Program.(TKES3)(
Summarize(Strategies:(Exit(ticket(mini(
check(informal(assessment(on(
perimeter.((
Resources:(exit(ticket((
(
&

TKES:&3&
EQ:&&What&makes&magnets&attract&and&
repel&each&other?&DOK&1&
Activate(Strategies:(Floating(Magnet(
experiment(to(demonstrate(attract(and(
repel(voc.(terms.(Each(student(will(
demonstrate.((
Intro.(new(vocabulary(words.((Ask(class(
where(they(see(magnets(in(the(real(
world.((Refrigerator)((Chapter(3(read(pg(
104[105(whole(group(with(pulling(sticks.(
Fill(in(answers(to(questions(as(you(read.(
Independently.((TKES3)(
Summarize(Strategies:(Exploring(Time:(
Students(will(be(given(different(types(of(
magnets(to(observe(and(work(with.(
Enrichment(time.((TKES3)(
&
Resources:(magnets,(magnet(read(along(
sheet.(
(
&

.&TKES:3&
EQ:&Explain&how&Mary&Bethune&faced&and&
overcame&social&barriers,&restrictions,&
and&obstacles&in&the&U.S.&DOK&4&
Go(over(Government(Test.((
Activate(Strategies:(KWL(What(Have(I(
learned(about(Bethune?(Share(whole(group.((
Review(chapters(1[3(of(Mary(Bethune(
biography(with(questions(around(the(room.(
Read(chapter(4(whole(group(and(discuss.(
Add(notes(to(graphic(source.((TKES&3)(
Summarize(Strategies:(review(questions.(
Resources:(KWL(Chart,(biography,(graphic(
source,(and(study(guides(for(government.(
(
(
(
(
&


